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ABSTRACT 

The nuclear power industry which suffered from prolonged recession has got additional slowdown by the 

Fukushima nuclear accident. Nuclear safety and security concerns together with cheap fossil fuel alternatives 

are among main reasons for this recession.  Small Modular Reactor (SMR) technologies which feature 

enhanced safety, security and economics features may restore confidence in nuclear power and lead the 

nuclear energy renaissance. SMR unit sizes (up to 300MWe), match common existing oil, coal and gas unit 

sizes and present the environmentally suitable candidate for replacing old polluting plants. Moreover, SMR 

unit sizes and their enhanced load following capabilities match well future electricity system requirements. 

 

SMR technology, safety and security features 

SMR is referred by IAEA as Small-Medium size Reactor, and is defined to have power in the range of up to 

700MWe. Here we will refer to the other commonly used term for SMR - Small Modular Reactors, referring 

to the factory made module feature of SMR of up to 300MWe. In the IAEA advanced reactor database - 

https://aris.iaea.org/ - there are about 30 SMR types, based mainly on Light Water Reactor (LWR), Heavy 

Water Reactor (HWR), Gas Cooled Reactor (GCR) and Liquid-Metal Cooled Reactor (LMCR) technologies. 

Most of SMR designs are at various stages of development. SMR of 3 technologies are under-construction: 

the HTR-PM (200MWe) Pebble-Bed reactor in China, the KLT-40S floating nuclear power (35MWe PWR) 

in Russia and the CAREM 27 MWe Integral Pressurized Water Reactor in Argentina. Research is being 

carried out on SMR design for electricity generation, process heat production, desalination, hydrogen 

generation and other applications  

 

SMR are expected to have improved safety performance mainly due to its reduced source term. The reduced 

power level means also lower decay heat allowing for simplified and/or passive emergency heat removal 

systems. Many SMR variants feature integral design which has less vulnerable components therefore 

reducing accident probabilities. The small reactor size makes also their seismic design simpler and more 

robust. The improved safety performance results in increased safety margins reduced shielding, reduced site 

exclusion and emergency planning zones. 

 

Security measures for small reactors may be easier to implement. Some SMR types feature underground 

reactor design which improves resistance to external hazards. SMR may also include proliferation-resistant 

fuel cycle design [1]. 

 

SMR economics 

Large reactors benefit from the economy of scales due to saving expenses which are independent from 

reactor size. Siting multiple SMR units at the same site, with the common infrastructure may also improve 

SMR economics. SMR also benefit in cost savings from factory module fabrication. Increasing SMR 

fabrication efficiency is anticipated at conditions of "mass production". Shorter construction times of SMR, 

will significantly save the interest payments. SMR will have additional cost savings from incrementally 

adjusting installed site capacity to demand growth and financial conditions. The SMR initial investment level 

is significantly lower than for large reactors reducing the finance risk and therefore enabling the private 

sector involvement. Since SMR are still in development stages, no detailed cost estimates are available; 

some general evaluations have estimated that SMR can be competitive especially when applying "carbon 

tax" on fossil fuel generation plants [2]. 
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SMR and future electricity systems 

Discoveries of large shale gas resources (especially in the US), environmental considerations and the energy 

sector reforms are some of main factors contributing to the change of electricity systems during the last 

decade. In the US the CCGT (Combined Cycle Gas Turbine) technology become the leading generation 

expansion technology on the account of coal, and oil fueled plants. Greenhouse gases emitting technologies 

are being phased-out by renewable energy technologies, like wind and solar, due to environmental concerns. 

Introduction of intermittent renewable energy sources, like solar and wind (both with up to 30% capacity 

factor), requires flexible backup generation capacity with steep load-following capabilities. In addition, 

government policies for renewable energy such as subsidies and dispatch priorities have to be set in order to 

make them acceptable. Hence, the operation of future grids will be a more complex task, and various "Smart 

grid" management programs are in development [3]. "Smart grid" control systems manage energy 

production, grid operations and demand side management for optimizing system performance. Energy 

market reform programs are promoting electricity production by the private sector, which has usually limited 

abilities to raise capital for very large plants. Energy market reforms also result with distributed generation 

systems. 

 

SMR have the right unit size for integration into the future electrical system. Enhanced load following and 

relatively modest capital cost requirements of SMR also suitable for future electrical systems.  

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

SMR have good safety, security and economics features. The SMR siting, and operation features may suit 

well the future electrical systems. Moreover, SMR integration in future electrical system may be part of the 

solution for achieving environmental goals along with energy security of supply.  

Whether SMR will fulfill the prospects for clean, secure and affordable electricity supply and the prospects 

for the nuclear industry renaissance – it will depend on the commitment of governments to promote building 

and operating SMR that will demonstrate the enhanced features and regain the public confidence in nuclear 

energy, as well as continuous investment in SMR R&D. 

 

Such positive developments may be suitable for Israel conditions since the SMR suite both to Israel future 

electrical grid as well as to the Shivta site in the Negev intended to the first nuclear power plant. 
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